Parental Information regarding Nebulization
The best results are obtained if the mask is over the child’s nose and mouth
until the nebulizer stops to make steam.
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If the child is restless on the nebulizer try singing or music or videos to get
him / her to settle. If nothing works, remove the mask and aim the stream
towards nose
If possible, nebulize while the child is sleeping
Mesh Nebulizers2 run very quiet and are more efficient than ultra sonic
nebulizers3.
Most work with batteries but some also have a USB port that can be plugged
into an electric plug. They produce a finer, more efficient steam and take
shorter time to complete the task.
To control inflammation: (Steroids)
Budesonide (Pulmicort / Arrow Budesonide / Budeneb)
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With sudden onset chest problems: give 3 times, 30 minutes apart, then
twice a day for 3 to 5 days
To open chest: (Combination of Salbutamol and Ipratropium bromide)
Duolin / Co-Iprasol / Combivent / Combineb 4 to 6 times a day for 3 to 5 days
and then as requires according to chest

To reduce swelling in big air tubes (Croup) and smaller air tubes in children
less than 1 year of age
Adrenaline 1 ml plus 4 ml saline 4 to 6 times a day as requires
To open ampule: Take ampules by head and shake fluid into the body of the
ampule. Turn ampule till dot on head faces you. Break head off by bending
head away from body. Pull up solution in a syringe and dilute with 4 ml
saline. Put it in nebulizer.
If you are afraid of being scratched if the ampule is made of glass use cloth
but try not to waste any medication
Videos that will assist:
https://youtu.be/elXQXtp0shc please excuse the ‘music’
https://youtu.be/o3N0Yn6DCHs - remember to hold the mask over the
mouth and nose of your child NOT as in this video!
https://youtu.be/Ns7vZnhreYk
https://youtu.be/Ns7vZnhreYk
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